DUNDAS & BRONTE

The Team Behind The Bronte
When we say a team of champions, we’re dead
serious! It takes a dedicated team to bring a
visionary building to life – especially one with
the cache you’ll find at The Bronte in North
Oakville’s Palermo Village.

Say Hello To:
The Developers
DESIGNED FOR THE WAY YOU LIVE

With decades of experience building communities for the way
people actually live, Brixen is a new generation of builder.
The company is committed to building contemporary homes in
exceptional locations that offer homebuyers the very best value
along with lifestyles enriched by amenities that make life easier,
more convenient, and more enjoyable.

brixen.ca

Queensgate’s vision of creating outstanding communities is
achieved by successfully integrating design and planning with
their extensive technical and financial expertise. Their hands-on
management style and thorough, custom builder approach to
quality ensures the highest level of customer service and
satisfaction. Today, as in the past, purchasing a Queensgate
home is your guarantee of satisfaction.

queensgatehomes.com

The Architects

With over 40 years of design and construction experience,
Architecture Unfolded is renowned for their unique and
interesting designs. Specializing in creating striking
condominium buildings, their designs not only make a positive
contribution to the beauty of the neighbourhood, but also cater
to the unique needs of residents living there. With a strong
focus on environmentally sensitive designs, The Bronte will be a
building that provides the ultimate fusion of space, design and
lifestyle for those lucky enough to call it ‘home’.

The Interior Designers

Unison Design has over 15 years of experience in creating
interior spaces for condominium buildings. Their unique style
celebrates the relationship between the people who live in the
building and the spaces they can enjoy. Blending timeless
design with modern sensibilities, Unison brings an innate sense
of balance between functionality and intrinsic beauty.

The Landscape Architects

Land Art Design is a boutique studio focusing on designing
exterior spaces that reflect creativity, functionality and a
sense of community. Crafting unique and interesting
environments that enhance the outdoor spaces surrounding
the building, Land Art Design skillfully balances private
outdoor spaces with larger communal areas, creating
welcoming landscapes for every resident to enjoy.

Life in Perfect Balance.
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